


These past months have gone by very quickly. I’m so grateful that Ice Lolly
Review has received so much support from the writing community. Since
August 2020 we have had over 170 submissions from 16 different countries
and 18 different states. Thank you everyone for trusting our pastel literary
magazine with your work! 

In issue V you’ll find multicolored poetry, starry celestial pieces, and prose
dedicated to highlighting human emotions and the simplicity of life.  I
really enjoyed every piece in this issue and loved putting it all together.
Every piece of writing had its own style and story to be told. 

I hope you enjoy reading through issue V and please stay safe!  

Warmest regards,
Jessica Wang
EIC of Ice Lolly Review  
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echoes - Poem
By Kristy Kwok

everything feels infinite when you’re young
and i can’t help but find myself hoping
that the spool of your voice unwinds around me forever
that i drown in the silver pool reflecting off your earrings on this countertop
infinity is relative when you’re counting out all my dreams in slow motion
exchanging them for a nine to five husband in the till
and for whatever infinities are left to me i will measure disappointment
by how much it looks like my smile when you say
that’s everything, right?
that’s everything, i say, this infinite grief compelling me on autopilot,
and it is
the everything i left crumpled up
in a plastic bag on the plastic counter
you will never know how many infinities i left with you,
but that’s because it was only a breath that sappho left me when she wrote
they will remember us in another time
and i’m breathing in the memory of her and her forgotten lover
and now i know why she thought someone would remember her woman her blip in this
damning
this endless universe
it’s because everything feels infinite
when you are young

Kristy Kwok is an eighteen-year-old currently studying at the University of British Columbia.
When she isn't writing poetry or diving into another short story collection, she can be found
drinking copious amounts of caffeinated drinks and falling in love with the wrong people. She
currently lives in British Columbia, Canada, the most beautiful province in the world. 
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BLAME THE VIRUS - Poem 
By Ari Lohr

endemic
    
           exchanges

                           of

                               burden

                                         &

                                            blood
  
                                                       //

                                                         the

                                                              chronic

                                                                           flavor

                                                                                      of

                                                                                           sulfur

                                                                                                     &

                                                                                                         ash

a poem
in which i kneel before him
& take him in my mouth 
raw
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     •      

granny takes me bible shopping / for the second time / this week / 
i’m still not out to her / as carrier of brimstone & guilt / 

bestows scripture / bathed in false limericks of lilies & linen / 
i say nothing / somehow / this silence  

is the most sacred i’ll ever be

•

& as if arranging 
to chant a hymn, my lips part 

& await the brief baptism 
his manhood will breed 

within me. i ask 
if he knows the story of Dracula,

he says yes,

& i inform him that, 
truthfully, 

Dracula was just a metaphor for HIV; 
the vampire bites the boy, 

then, the boy – his neck 
a purgatory of passion and flesh – 

becomes the vampire.
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he asks where i learned that version of the story.

i say communion.

•
 
 

& thus 
the boy is taught

 
to bite the bread 

& sip the blood
 

his gums aflame
his mouth

 
an oxymoron 

of fever-dream fangs 
 

& pulled teeth

on my tongue
he shoots 

a sermon of
serpents

the venom
of which

there is no cure,
& just like that 

he’s gone. 
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in this way he is a prophet.
 

i never learned his name,
but i can tell you what he thinks of God.

i can tell you what the virus is.

Ari Lohr is an 18-year-old-wannabe-astronaut-turned-poet attending university in Boston,
MA. He is a Brave New Voices semifinalist, and has performed at various local and regional
slams such as Slamlandia, Portland Poetry Slam, Verselandia, and more. Ari’s poetry focuses
on the gravity between mental health, LGBTQ advocacy, grief, love, and a variety of other
themes. He has been published in numerous magazines including the Big Windows Review,
Kalopsia Lit, Incandescent Review, and is set to appear in various publications later in 2020.
He is also an editor for the Bitter Fruit Review magazine. Ari can be found on Instagram as
@i.o.jupiter.
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Let Me Start With Words - Poem 
By Indrakshi 

with words, I write an everlasting legacy
spilt from fingers seeping ink
and a spirit translucent with passion
with words, I embed change
into hearts and minds that I'll never meet
threading my fingers through their soul
caressing their innermost feelings
with words, I make promises for a lifetime
ones I share with the essence of change
with words, I taste the striking fire of a phoenix 
that personifies my words 
I quench the insatiable ardour
that connects me with the untouchable 
with words, I sprinkle raindrops 
in hopes of starting an ocean
with words, a rite of passage for the future is born
the ideas that swirl inside 
become understandable 
for those who tether themselves to a vision
that becomes theirs
with words, I uncover a streak of interrelation
of emotions we share 
and deliver justice to us all 

Indrakshi is a passionate writer who lives in Toronto, Canada. She is eager to change the
world with her words, and never fails to find inspiration sitting in the marvel that is nature.
She loves travelling, spending time exploring the Ice Lolly Review site, watching old movies,
and lately, finding ways to help people during this pandemic. She also is eager to empower
youth like her and has started her writing journey on Write the World
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Fade In - Poem
By Skye Bowdon

FADE IN:

EXT. DAZED - NIGHT

lusterless light seeps through the holes 
of a black seashell.

INT. OCEAN - SAND AND FRIGID WATER

A symphony of irony disguised as tragedy 
plays softly in the background.

Splashed by the sorest solvent -- 

Witness to my diluted love,
I kneel into sharp granules of sand.

I
Where are you going?

Waves creep closer to land 
each time they crash

Yet YOU travel further into unconsciousness.

Seaweed dances with the delicate wet 
curls of your hair. 

Looking away would wrinkle the horizon.
My chest jumps 
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(a whimper or a chuckle.)

Drifting, you fold into water.
Smiling, your lips crack blue --

You never glance back, not even for a frame of memory.

D I S S O L V E 
 

O U T

Skye Bowdon is a 15 year old poet from Santa Fe New Mexico. She is a Creative Writing
major at New Mexico School for the Arts. Her work had been published in Dreams of
Montezuma, An Anthology of Poetry and Prose New Mexico School for the Arts. Skye was a
silver key medalist in the 2020 Scholastic Art and Writing Awards.
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loveme//not - Poem 
By Elyse Hwang 

i’d love to think that the words 
will become black water and 
flow 
             out 
                       of 
             my 
mind
             into 
                       the 

                                                                   pristine                    white 

but every time ink touches 
                      paper
there are only                     echoes                                of                            silence
screaming into 

                                           nothingness
a void                                                                                                of lost meaning

you are my muse and yet
you have inspired 
                                                                                        nothing 
instead, i write of shallow sunsets
and treacherous cliches

our story will never be told
because i will never share 
what you mean to me 
just                                                                 a figment in my 
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a suppressed memory kept 

                                            [quiet]
under the black veil 
--of writer’s block--

my restless dreams are                    haunted
with memories of                            you 
that i thought i wished away 
on a shooting 
                      star 

i 
                      can’t 
                                            escape
your
                                                                                                                              thought 
but i can’t share you 
i can’t even 
speak your                                                                                                            name
without spontaneously 

c o  m     b     u       s        t                    i                      n                             g  

Elyse Hwang is a writer from the Los Angeles area. She works for her school's literary
magazine and has had her work recognized by the PTA's Reflection Contest. When not
writing or musing about her future, you can find her wondering where her childhood has
gone.
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The Gallery - Poem
By Aoife Connolly 

I.
 

         You paint me red.
 All your brushes in hand,

 make my arms a scarlet dream. 
 You paint me blue

  – in all your hues –
  the ones that bring out your eyes. 
 You paint me in yellow and green, 

 forests and sun temples tattooed on my cheeks. 
 Hollow ambers. 

 Heartbreak pinks. 
 You splatter me in deep violet waves, 

 punctured veins, 
 and with the flick of your brush, 

 you dab me with grey.
 

 II.
 

 You stand back and look at me: 
 your acrylic masterpiece, 

 still wet from the touch-ups you still make. 
 Squint your eyes. 

 Turn your head to the right. 
 And then! 

 You realise your mistake. 
 I was not the skin you desired nor the canvas you once believed, so, you scrape 

back your layers, gather up your things and leave.
 

 III.
 

 I stand, an easel.
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 My body, a spoiled canvas.
 I want to scrub myself clean.

 I want to be rid of this ugly, smeared rainbow, 
 a three-day old newspaper on a rainy city street. 

 But you –
 You did not paint me with a water-base, you promised a life of oils, 

 so, I pour myself with acid to wash you away.
 

 IV.
 

 Blister! 
 Crack!
  Swell! 
 Burn!

 How much worse I am for my escape.
 More than once I have thought about what the benefits would have been 

 of keeping your stain. 
 Whoever said there was good in being the muse

  when eventually the artist gets tired of you? 
 When there’s nothing left but 

 marred skin
 and your third spring absence.

 How harmless your paint once seemed,
 How foolish I was to believe that I was not temporary.

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Aoife Connolly is a twenty year old writer from Galway, Ireland. She is currently studying
Creative Writing at NUI Galway. Her work has previously been published in The Galway
Advertiser Voxgalvia.
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Stardust - Poem
By Miriam Reichenberg 

i. 
they say i come from stardust/
           swirling/and twirling/throughout the night sky/
and they say i am the daughter/of the cosmos/and the planets/and the stars/
           they say i am to/join her one day/when i am/old and weary/
i will leave this earth behind/and sail the high skies/
           i shall whisper to them/secrets of the past/and hopes for the future/
we will dream the days away/until/
           the universe will claim me/as her child/and i will leave/
the womb of the milky way/and travel farther/into my mother's/warm arms/
           and we will be one once more/

ii.
and it's not to say/i haven't/enjoyed life/here on earth/
           but i know/i am made from sky/and stars/and universe/
i am something/more that can't be/described/
           i must/traverse/the planets/
and see/where/i was forged/in the center/of a star/
           not until then/will i know/why universe/claims me as/her own

iii. 
as for now/sweet one/
           keep dreaming/of the times to come

iv.
you will/become a nebula/a blackhole/a star/a planet/
           a supernova/
expanding/over/and over/envelop/the sky/
           and see/everything/and nothing/at once
soon/mother/
           no/i/will call you/back home/
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v.
i shutter/my last breath/and dance my last/waltz
            and all too/suddenly/i’m flung/back to her/
through space/and time/
            through memories/and wishes/
through the ghosts of things/that never happened/
            which are always/worse than/the/
ghosts of things/that did/

vi.
and i'm/falling/and falling/
            she reaches out/her celestial arms/
and catches me/pulling me closer/and closer
            i collapse into her/a star of/my own right/
the supernova/overtakes me/
            i am/one/with the universe/

vii.
i return to her/
            as stardust

Miriam Reichenberg is an aspiring playwright, artist, and poet, even though she is only
fourteen years old. She lives in California. When not writing, Miriam enjoys reading classic
books, taking long walks in nature, and listening to 80s music. Miriam is also a member of
Write the World, where she writes under the name Mirkat.
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ZocDoc - Poem 
By Palmer Smith

Your family Oak tree blindly gets the better of you
You paint a family of owls with dilated eyes
hanging from breaking branches
and list their solemn diseases
Grandpa: cancer, Grandpa: cancer, Uncle: cancer, Aunt: cancer,
Types: Lymphoma. Non-Hodgkins. Leukemia. Stomach. Breast. Prostate. Skin. 
The positive side is no heart disease
You have “good” hearts, regular beats—
You think it’s your shared sense of humor for movies like Happy Gilmore and Mrs.
Doubtfire
With all this cancer in mind
no one in the family tells you to get screened
I wonder why. 
Maybe they don’t want you to know when it’s that time. 
The pre-knowing…
 (like floating in thick, green JELLO)
that turns into rabbit-fright acceptance.
Sometimes you think of cancer like a butterfly, 
made up of colorful pieces
& they grow from miniscule to large, 
forming a creature.
Then when it’s touched it 
dies and can’t fly anymore—
but we still study its wings.

You choose a doctor with a Polish name
Check the reviews- 4.91 stars 
You think about his days at work 
Sprinting from rare cancer patient A
To common cancer patient B
Maybe you’ll make his day a bit better
He senses
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you’re floating in the pre-knowing. 

Palmer is a graduate of Sarah Lawrence College and an incoming MFA and MA student.
She has worked as a paralegal since 2018. She has written for Refresh Magazine, The
Online Journal for Person-Centered Dermatology, Sea Maven Magazine, Calm Down
Magazine, Selcouth Station and the Remington Review.
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Waking in the Dark - Poem
By Katherine Buerke

It’s in the way
I wake
       Twenty
     Thirty minutes
Before I have to
Shivering under blankets
     The stars still up

The worries come and crowd
 And my sister’s sleeping form
      Rises
             Falls constantly
Dreams still her reality

It’s in the way
I hear thoughts
I don’t want to think 
   Creeping
     Crawling invading
Words
I struggle to disbelieve

Test stress and the stress
Of 
    Living
When all I want to do
Is lie
Down in bed and feel
Warmth
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I return to those days
Before bells
And grades
And simple times
When
Life
Was Graded 
A

Katherine Buerke is an avid reader and writer who enjoys spending time with family and
friends. She aspires to become a novelist and travel around the world. 
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Biased - Poem                                                                       
By Roy  

The biased culture I reside in, 
Insists me on the way; 
To walk across the path, 
That has got their own feet hurt. 
A dozen times they would repeat, 
To dress me up like a wrapped up gift box, 
Then beware of assaults because,
in their rule book,
Exposure is strictly restricted. 
Half a dozen times,
They would force me to marry; 
The man next door, who's currently forty, 
But holds a lot of riches; 
And a couple of boys, 
His dead wife left him with. 
Biased them would 
suggest you things to do in bed, 
With the stranger in grey hair; 
On the day of the wedding you met. 
Biased culture, biased them, list them all roughly, 
To throw it out from your head. 
Enough of blindness, see through things, 
Because they would never save you; 
When rates are high in risks. 
Biased them are themselves wrapped; 
Don't fall prey to the grave, 
You were never destined for. 
Embrace what's yours, 
Defend what doesn't suit; 
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Yet never surrender to the turbid debark 
that kills you from inside. 

Roy is from India. 18 years old , aspires to become a writer someday and currently
writes under the pen name ROY ( Instagram id : roypamphleteer). Indulges herself
mostly in painting and writing. Finds solace in diary writing, reading and listening to
music. Regards music and observations to be the main source of the topics of her
writings. Likes to write and compose works mostly in free verses and is trying to excel
in the respective. 
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Énouement - Poem 
By Ella Mevissen

memories and mist swirl around my frozen form, leaving
no trace of what could have been, in the damp chill that never leaves for long.
and there's so much i never thought i'd know, so much
i never thought i'd be. but here i am, watching the world pass me by
flung into the depths of a river deep and wide
drowning in the pain, the ache in my heart, when i couldn't help you
i wished i knew what to do. i smile because if i don't laugh, i'll cry.
the train pulls into the station and i know i have no choice
still, something in me wants to run,
something in me wants to stay behind and forget the world, forget
what has forgotten me. there's no reason to stay, but that is reason enough.
still, while the silence pounds in my ears, i feel the lullaby of simple assurance that
someday is today and tomorrow never came
face of the future will never look my way
so i board the train, let my breath fog the window,
look out into the gray. there i see someone who could be me,
if not for the faint look of hope on their face
who i might have become, watching the trail of smoke rise into the
endless sky, waving goodbye, simply striving to survive.

Ella Mevissen is a 14 year old girl living in the United States. She finds solace in creation,
and her favorite hobby is making words into art. You can find her dancing in the moonlight,
singing with the birds, and finding the simple joys in life.
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seven things to call heaven - Poem 
By Oz Leshem

1
                      let me start off by saying, i don’t know jack shit about heaven
2
on the first day of dying, you will be                    sifted 
           you are debris 
           from the wreckage 
                     of your past life            and your mind          was the captain. i assume, 
                                                       you woke
with a smile larger than jupiter                     with your eyelids barely     able    to close
           because you can’t stop staring at her, and all the things she is made of 

heaven                      you are here.             ground yourself on the bed of flowers of this 
construct

           the heaven:
           who is your first love staring at you, or
           who is your first love with a spear in their back. see, your heaven is   a risk. the 
light of your hip hop shines brighter, because you can finally shake neighborhood nip’s 
hand, pac’s, or biggie’s

3
          maybe it dances in a dive bar, a poetry slam, or anywhere we come together
heaven has no gender
 it is a nate marshall
  or a tuesday smoked 
   on apple wood
     a planet, or axis mundi with rocks so
      sharp they become
your first love as the language of your ancestors; strung with phife dawg alphabetics.

           heaven is not finishing the-
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heaven is all the things you don’t see in your textbooks

                                  it isn’t physical or kamasutra or hallucinogenic
           heaven doesn’t need to be a stereotype or religious or atheist
heaven is a woman’s body. the sun who is tethered to her shadow.
4
                                                                                                               heaven is southside

                                                                   serial arsonist
                                                              socialist creature
                              conserving culture to breed freedom. 

                                           heaven is the magic when you feel
                                               the moon pause your footsteps

                            heaven is when you back track those footprints to find
                      yourself
perhaps it is
          chicago
                     it is albuquerque
or its stars
                                 and all the homies who spoke with wake self.

                                                                                                   the beat and the ones who 
break    them             and them who spin for forty seven years.
                                                                                          it is the block party in west bronx
                                        it is the culture of asking for extra green
                                                                 christmas 
                                                           maybe, even red

heaven isn’t that far
           how would we know? 
                      heaven is your words
           and mouth when you
swallow saliva for another one to come out,                 the gums that hold your mouth
together
                                  in case you hear someone say racist shit in a public place that is 
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primarily trump lovers so nobody questions them, so if you make a comment you will 
get stares
                      as if you were their devil                                                            there aren’t 
any gates before heaven
                                                                             it isn’t biblical
                                                                             or a sonnet.
                                                                   heaven is a trans girl
                     HEAVEN is all caps
             or written in the space between each letter                      (H E A V E N)
its arabic or parenthese 
              chippewa 
                     german or
                               palestinian         is heaven in the clouds, or under the soil?

5
viaduct dichotomy of human bone,
           it is the bruised marrow       after recess and it is the ice pack
                      on your nose
                                           heaven is for anyone who listens
and especially:
          for the ones who don’t

                                                                    heaven ain’t white
                                                                                                      or the shit on pearly gates, cuz
                                                     that heaven is bullshit
that heaven discriminate.

                               that heaven, this heaven, your heaven, a gold one
see; this heaven a construct
                      that heaven sounds like the time i went to church with my christian friend 
for the first time. the woman who was teaching bible study   
                                            started her lecture by saying: the jews crucified jesus, as
if g-d didn’t make him jewish and born in palestine
                                            heaven is the bullshit that comes with a bar mitzvah
heaven is only open to straight aryan dudes who treat the bible
                                            like it's the only okay book to read
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as if the torah or the quran had a different heaven.

                                 let me tell you that i don’t know anything about heaven,
                                                                                                     or the sound we should 
make when saying it.

                                              6
                                                                       is the real heaven what chance the rapper 
                                   speaks of?
                                              or is it an acid trip
                                              a love letter,
                                              flicks, chick flicks,
                                              or flocks of people trying to understand what happens after 
                                   you die. trying to spend your whole life collecting the most points to 
                                   win heaven, to sleep in the same bed as g-d.
                                                                                                                                              7
                heaven is a river that marks the few feet of borderland in between two nations
heaven is the purest form of groupthink, or heaven is the purest form of an individualist
                                                      heaven is what you make it, not anybody else's.

on the first day of living, you will be                   sifted 
           you are debris 
           from the anchored 
                     heart of your mother                        and her stomach      is the ship. i 
assume, 
                                                 you woke
cold with your eyelids barely      able    to breathe

earth    you are here.            ground yourself on the bed of flowers of this planet rock

             heaven:
             who is a home, or
             who is a home / land.           see, your earth is     a risk. the dim of your hip hop 
and
the march of your people. heaven is carved in your body and maybe
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                                it is okay         to not call it heaven

the march will soon begin, the organizers are passing out shirts saying, “defund the gatekeepers,
strip down the wall! don’t gentrify this place!” you soon figure out, heaven 
is everything on earth
                      and nothing more than a few articles that convinced you it was real.

so you, and your protest march to the capital building of heaven and scream, 

                                                                    to hell
                                                                    with that

Oz Leshem is a fifteen year old poet from Taos, New Mexico. He is in the Creative Writing
program at New Mexico School for the Arts in Santa Fe, New Mexico. Oz was a finalist for the
2020 Santa Fe Youth Poet Laureate and a silver medalist in the 2020 Scholastic Art and Writing
Awards. His work has been published in Cathartic Literary Magazine, as well as the Ice Lolly
Review. Oz was selected as a 2020 Miller Scholar for excellence in Creative Writing.
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Hold On - Poem
By Zoe Cunniffe

hold on, darling. you don’t have to keep moving
forward. you can stay here as long as you need,
under the six o’clock sky. rust-colored clouds
and weak, dimming light. the night before daylight
savings, just before winter seeps in and your neighbors
start finding grey hairs on their bathroom counters.
say the word, and the sun won’t set until you’re
ready. take three minutes or eternity, swirling under
clouds that never cross the sky. it was always time,
varnishing your bones in this metallic ache. without it,
you are weightless. twirl on the grass like childhood,
bare feet and carelessness. before the minute hand
gained momentum, you were this. still and flowing,
nothing else.

Zoe Cunniffe is an 18-year-old poet and singer-songwriter from Washington, DC. She has
previously been published in literary journals such as Meniscus and The Showbear Family
Circus, and she can be found on Instagram at @there.are.stillbeautifulthings.
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Cotton Candy Dreams - Poem
By Samina Parveen  

Softly made into a cozy blanket to drive the darkness away. I made my own candy with sprinkles
and baby pink sugar. Toiling daily and rolling it, stirring. Sweetness is my 
desire, and the candy is my aim. When I consume it, it’s bitter, broken, and crunchy like
dry roses. The efflorescence of cotton candy has melted and died. I again try to make it 
by adding rosewater and more hope. Now it’s soggy and wet. It’s bitter, crumbling 
before touching my tongue. I will try again until I find the perfect cotton candy.  

Samina is a 15-year-old common girl with some uncommon dreams. Writing is a part of her and
words run in her blood. Her dream is to inspire the youth and to be remembered as a world
changer.
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Outside Pleasures - Poem
By SaraJane Devereaux 

The light. The wind. I have to squint to see over the top of bushes because the sunlight
blinds my light grey eyes. Light grey; that’s what they are today. My eyes; they’re weak.
Weak because of the stress. Weak because of the early mornings. Weak because of the tears.
Weak because of not enough rest. Still, I look out. The bitter-sweet fall feelings that I feel
deep within. The olive pine trees that slowly wave along with the wind that brushes through
my dusty hair. My hair; brunette, naturally. Lightly colored by the sun stripping it from its
natural dark brown. Gold hints are shown in my hair. I look down at my hand. One hand sits
on my thigh, and the other writes my thoughts onto paper. My thoughts; I linger there all too
much. My hand moves from my thigh up onto the table which has a floral cloth laid upon it.
My hand; full of fingers, as it should be. Five of them. Short nails that aren’t clipped, but
bitten. A habit I have yet to break. The breeze sends shivers down to my toes. Shivers;
something I do quite too much of. I guess that’s what happens when you’re a bit anxious.
Anxious; something I have been feeling a lot lately. Sometimes not anxious, but worried.
Worried; for what’s to come. My left hand aches a bit. My left hand; my writing hand.
Uncommon, but who I am. I wish I could make music right now. Making music; something
I do for myself and no one else. Something I’ve taught myself how to do, just like writing.
Writing; what does it mean to me? Not a hobby, but a future. Not a future, but a present. It’s
one of the only things that give me balance. Balance; not just physically, but mentally.
Peace; something I long for. It’s almost to my lips, but I can’t taste it. My lips; untouched,
virgin, chapped. The wind has continued to do mean things to my lips, but wonderful things
to the heat. Heat; although it’s late into the year, it has stayed. The cold has yet to say hello,
but we’re ready for it. My dog, Luna Bryant, walks to find a new spot to lay in the sun,
picking a spot next to some rocks that were recently moved so walking along a path can
become easier. My cheeks burn from the sun, making me retreat to the shade. Thoughts pop
in my head; thoughts of longing, thoughts of missing. Isolation can do dark things to you if
you let it. I have not let it. Thoughts of March arise in me. March, we all thought, would be
the end of it. But we have yet to see it.  A fly lands on my hand, and finds itself trapped in
my closed hand because I continue to write while it lingers. I think I’ll name it Faydell, like
a book character I once created in my mind and wrote onto paper. Faydell is now on my
arm, which is concealed in a black and grey striped shirt given to me by my grandmother.
With me retreating to the shade, I 
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am not cold. I think the next hour will bring me to the campstove for some hot ginger tea.
So, I must go. I will never forget to let my mind wander, and my cheeks burn.

SaraJane Devereaux is a 16-year-old writer from Las Vegas, Nevada. Her hobbies include
reading, writing, and creating art. SaraJane plans to attend college (undecided where)
when she graduates high school and she plans to study English. SaraJane wants to go onto
become an author of books, prose, and maybe even screenplays! Her number one goal is to
become a New York Times Bestselling Author.
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Holy - Poem 
By Tavishi Trivedi 

You ask me if I believe too. I tell you it is complicated.
You tell me you do not mind, and shift your full attention to me. You ask me to show 
you. To let you wander through the corridors and bask in the sunlight beaming through 
the windows of my basilicas.
I am flattered you think so highly of the infrastructure of my faith.
It breaks my heart to tell you that there is no Church in my kingdom.
You’re determined to build one.
You decide you can do without Disciples, without Saints and Pharisees. You say that
nothing is needed other than my devotion. I tell you not to waste your time.
You smile as if I do not understand.
( You are right. I do not. )
The materials callus your palms, but you insist on laying it by hand, brick by brick. You are
content, excited to show me a love that only something otherworldly can provide. I watch
you sadly.
You stain the windows and light the candles. You sweep the floors and call to the Heavens.
I stand there with you as you are forced to confront that there is no God 
present in this building.
Tears glistening on flushed cheeks. You look devastating when you cry. Your eyes do not
leave mine. Your lips pronounce the words of a hymn for hope, while your hands are wrung
together, falling to your knees. I watch you, unmoved. I hate myself for it.
What a beautifully tragic thing to pray for a non-believer.

Tavishi Trivedi is a seventeen year-old writer from Toronto, Canada. She began writing
when she was eleven years old, but only recently began to share her creative work online
through her Instagram page, @wheniwasquiet. A big believer in living life on your own
terms while confronting your personal limitations, Trivedi writes around themes of self
acceptance and closure. She loves corgis, the colour blue and Friday mornings.
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Fish - Poem 
By Shivi Dixit 

I have a fish.
It has a spot on its head,
or is it a blemish?
It is blue… or maybe red.

I give it food in morning, 
I give it food at night.
It keeps swimming,
and I forget about it. 

Shivi Dixit is a high school student, currently preparing for medical entrance exam. She
writes short horror stories and poems as a hobby, as of now. Using the power of words, she
aspires to create something that makes people feel every emotion, one at a time.
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Hydrogen Peroxide - Prose
By Thomas Tskerides 

Blood may be thicker than water, but hydrogen peroxide can easily wash blood away. It
bubbles and foams, growing thicker with the stench of sins now forgotten. Blood on the
blade can be wiped off without a second thought, but the life of a victim tries to stain the
place where they died, and pin the mark of Cain on their attacker, seeping into clothing, a
red splotch on the white field of innocence. So along comes H₂O₂, to scrub the guilt away 

The death of sin is a beautiful thing. The clear, pure hydrogen peroxide doesn’t merely wash
away the evil. It inflates, it curdles, it blooms into a lovely flower of crimson and cloud. It
pulls the sin into itself, takes the blame away from the carpet, the suit, or the dress. It is a
guardian angel for the damned and the wicked. For the torturer and the murderer. For the
poet, the politician, and the priest. For the assassin and the knife. 

But you must be gentle with it. Too much blood and the horror can overwhelm the beautiful
angel, the flower blooms too large, and the dainty wisps of cloud become an overwhelming
storm. So if you filled up the bathtub with your sins, just wash them away with water. Use
your angel only for the guilt that lingers in the stuff that remembers. The pages of a book,
the silk threads of a shirt, the sheets of a bed. And gently dab the crime away with a paper
towel soaked in that guardian angel. Let her kiss the sin and take it in, hold the guilt herself
so you don’t have to. Then discard her, and go on with your life, the hydrogen peroxide
having absolved you of any and all of your sins.

Thomas Tsekerides is a Junior, turning 16 in January, from New York. He has been writing
as a hobby from a young age but has only had a work or two published when he was
younger and has no idea where, and most of his current writing consists of lyrics for songs.
His work is generally fantastical, sardonic, or macabre, sometimes all three.
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Anger and Something else - Prose 
By Rebekah Alire

There are two angers that live inside of me. There is a powerful anger, a scream 
into your pillow, throw a rock through a window, slam your bedroom door kind of anger. It
feels good to be angry this way, it feels like what humans are meant for, chaos and
screaming for something that matters. But the other anger is sad. It is the feeling at the back
of your throat when you hold back tears, twitch in your face, look at what we have become
kind of anger. This kind claws its way through your veins in place of blood. It will drown
you in your own passion and tell you it was your fault. It will tie knots around your heart in
a thick, scratchy rope. What you learn from these angers is that the first will always dissolve
into the second. 

There is something other than anger that lives in me though. It is the feeling of 
finally turning off the lights when you’re falling over kind of tired. It is a thick swallow and
a deep breath. It is weights off your chest. Whatever it is that lives in me knows it is so
much braver to unclench a fist, to cry as hard and long as you can, to close your eyes, fall
asleep and allow the knots in your chest to loosen. It’s when your mother holds your
seventeen-year-old hands that have more calluses than should and whispers “It’s okay. It’s
going to be okay” and you let yourself fall into her arms and let her hold you while you
shake. Whatever that is does not claw its way through you, it does not take your heart and
tie it up, it hands itself to you. It sits at the end of your bed and says “I’m here. I’m here
when you need me”. And one day I will. I will need to let go one day. 

Rebekah Alire is an 18 year old writer from San Diego, CA. She has been writing since
seventh grade, has won multiple writing awards, and has been featured in her high school's
literary journal. She plans to attend college in the spring to receive a degree in Art and
Humanities with which she hopes to become a museum curator and an author.  


